Prefrontal representation of stimulus attributes during delay tasks. II. The role of behavioral significance.
Rhesus monkeys were trained to perform two visual discrimination tasks with delayed response. In both tasks, the response depended on the color of the cue, a lighted circle in the center of a panel. Red and green guided one task, yellow and blue the other. In the course of performance, a fifth color (violet), non-relevant and inconsequential, was presented at random in the same location as the cues. All 5 stimuli were of equal brightness. Many cells in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (sulcus principalis and superior convexity) treated the relevant cues differently than the irrelevant stimulus. In general, cellular reactions to that stimulus were of lesser magnitude than the reactions to the cues. Cell reaction differences as a function of stimulus significance outnumbered and overshadowed differences as a function of cue-color or any other task variable. The results indicate that, during visual delay tasks, units in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex differentiate stimuli by their behavioral significance, as well as by other stimulus attributes, including color. Because the motivational evaluation of sensory stimuli is an integral part of the cognitive processes in delay tasks (together with short-term memory and motor set), these results support the notion that the prefrontal cortex integrates motivational inputs into the structure of behavioral action.